OMAR MORANDO
Personal info
Mobile phone
eMail

born on 22/09/1968 in Torino (Italy)
+39 (348) 402 43 61
omar.morando@hotmail.it

Competences
Professional
profile

My career has developed in the Technical and Marketing areas of multinational and
Italian companies in the industrial goods sector (Aviation/UAV fields, ICT/SCADA
software and Industrial Automation).
I consolidated my experience in highly competitive markets and my skills include deep
technical knowledge in software development, project management, marketing and
business development, training and support of technical and sales networks.

Specialization

Design of UAV systems (hardware and software), embedded software development for
aeronautical instrumentation. Products and services in the field of industrial
automation (PLC, remote I/O, HMI, computer networks) and ICT (SCADA software
systems, mobile application development).

Personal skills

Leadership, result-orientation,
effective team-building.

excellent

organization

and

communication

skills,

Languages and skills
Languages

Programming
specialties

Italian (mother tongue), English (fluent) and French (fluent).







C/C++, C#, Java
embedded systems (ARM, AVR), .NET Micro Framework
RTOS (ChibiOS/RT, FreeRTOS, SafeRTOS, Linux/RT, NuttX)
IMU, sensors, I2C, SPI, UART, TCP/IP, CAN, bluetooth communications
SCADA developement, HMI
.NET, Xamarin, Android, ROS middleware

Professional experience
2017-today

R&D UAV Systems

DigiSky

(aerospace and UAV systems)

Torino, Italy

I’m in charge of development of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) systems, particularly in the design and implementation of
airframes, the integration of onboard flight control systems (autopilot, companion computer) and the mission manager
(ground control station).

I am also responsible for the technical development of "Use case implementation" within the European Research and
Innovation project "Horizon 2020 - CPSwarm" (of which DigiSky is a technology partner), focused on the realization of
algorithms and control systems for "swarms" of drones, with self-organizing and able to fly in a fully autonomous flock.
2010-2016

CTO (Chief Technology Officier)

aerialView Technologies

(research & development of UAV systems)

Torino, Italy

In 2010 I started up a company focused on research and development of UAV systems for commercial and industrial
applications. Thanks to the subsequent collaboration with DigiSky the target application was extended also to the
development of avionics and on-board instrumentation.



Software development on embedded systems (flight control/autopilot), flight missions planner and
avionics applications for Linux/RT and RTOS.
Designer and developer of real-time multiprocessing software for robotics and avionics.

2008-2010

International Business Developer

Progea International Ltd.

Lugano, Switzerland

(automation software producer, 40 empl., turnover 8MIL€)

I was in charge of further developing and managing worldwide sales for Progea, Italian software producer company
specialized in SCADA application.
This activity implies:





The start-up of the new branch in Lugano, starting new subsidiaries and distributors.

Building new professional teams, optimizing the operations for the existing 32 foreign distributors/countries and
interacting continuously and strongly with them in all the activity.

Training, technical support, technical webinar, sales forecasting, promotional, international marketing and
communication, conventions and exhibition.
Technical consulting, application development, technical evangelist for Movicon SCADA system.

2005-2008

Business Developer Manager

Caterpillar Group

Milano, Italy

(lift truck dealer, 350 employees, turnover 90MIL€)

Reporting directly to the General Manager, I was in charge of business development working in close contact with other
Managers.



Market, competition and geomarketing analyses, which resulted in the improvement of commercial
coverage and efficiency.
Business development with targeted actions for strengthening the offer of services network.

1996-2005

Marketing Manager

Schneider Electric S.p.A.

Torino, Italy

(automation sector, turnover 500MIL€ in Italy, 2,300 empl.)

I was in charge of Marketing Development for electronic automation products, including: SCADA and PC based software,
PLC, industrial PC, remote I/O and networks with a total turnover of over € 20 million.





Product marketing plans, competition analyses, price definition, promotions, exhibitions, events.

Launch of new products, definition of sales budget and communication plans, creation of commercial
documents (catalogues, brochures, advertising campaigns).
Training of sales network (approximately 300 salesmen) on new products and direct support with major
clients, speaker at dozens of technical conferences.
I was in charge of training (salesmen, product manager) also in communication skills and public speaking.

1990-1995

Tech & Software Engineer

Schneider Electric S.p.A.

Torino, Italy

(automation sector, turnover 500MIL€ in Italy, 2,300 empl.)

Software Engineer for SCADA systems of Schneider Electric




I provided technical support on SCADA supervision software and networks, and joined the sales network
at the pre/after-sales stage and for technical intervention at clients’ premises.
Technical trainer.

Development of SCADA applications, integration with new specific functionality using C/C++ language.

1987-1990

Software Developer

Comau S.p.A.

Torino, Italy

(industrial automation, 11.000 empl., 1.120MIL€ turnover)

I worked with a team on the development of a new SCADA system for control and monitoring automated plant for Fiat
Auto (SCADA based on Digital MicroVAX system).

I hereby authorize the processing of my personal details in accordance with Italian Legislative Decree No. 196 of
30/06/2003.

